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Ключи к заданиям  

Listening (6 POINTS) 

1 375/three hundred and 

seventy-five 

2  memory 

stick/USB/pen drive 

 

3  colour/color 

4  print 

5  gallery 

6 MHurley/MHURLEY/mhurley 

 

 Reading (10 POINTS) 

1 A 

2 C 

3 B 

4 C 

5  B 

6 A 

7 A 

8  C 

9  C 

10 A 

 

 Use of English (26 POINTS) 

1  B 

2  D 
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3  G 

4  I 

5  F 

6 H 

7 A 

8 C 

9 must wear    

10 less 

11 first time 

12 have never  

13 so does  

14 borrowed/taken 

15 to  

16 on 

17  takes 

18 during  

19  opened 

20 lasting 

21 equipped 

22 reality 

23 qualified 

24 screen 

25 fat 

26 squeezed 

 

Writing (20 POINTS)  

ВСЕГО 62 БАЛЛА 
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Audioscript  

Task 1 

You will hear a boy called Simon giving a class presentation about a course in 

digital art he went on.  

Hi! My name’s Simon and I’d like to tell you about a digital art course I went on at 

our local college. The course teaches you how to use digital techniques like 

Photoshop creatively. It’s really interesting. The course lasts for five days and anyone 

can sign up. For an adult it costs five hundred pounds but there’s a discount for 

students. University students pay four hundred and fifty but if you’re a school student 

it’s only three hundred and seventy-five. That convinced my parents to let me do it. 

At first, I thought I’d need an expensive camera to do the course but actually they tell 

you that a normal smartphone is good enough. In fact, all you have to take on the first 

day is a memory stick. Everything else is provided. The course dealt with different 

things on different days. I was really looking forward to learning how to do line 

drawings on screen. But actually, the session on color and how to use it was the most 

interesting. It really changed the way I think about my artwork. A good thing about 

the course is that everything you create is saved digitally in a form that is easy to 

print when you get back home or if you want to take a copy and to show your friend 

at school, you don’t need any special equipment. In fact, after the course all your 

work is uploaded onto the college website where you can see it in a gallery. My 

parents were really impressed to see it there. To hear more about the course you 

should email the teacher who’s called Maggie Hurley. I’ll spell her address for you. 

It’s M-H-U-R-L-E-Y@college.com. She’s a great teacher and she’d be happy to tell 

you about the course.       

mailto:M-H-U-R-L-E-Y@college.com

